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Ferroelectric tunnel junctions (FTJs) with two metal layers sandwiched with an ultrathin ferroelectric layer as tunnel barrier have recently attracted great attention, owing to their unique electron transport properties (e.g., giant electro-resistance) and application potentials in ultrahigh density recording. However, it is very challenging to realize such tunneling effect, which requires maintaining perfect ferroelectricity at a few nanometers scale closing to the polarized layer. In this connection, nanometer-sized tunnel junctions exhibit giant electroresistivity with an On/Off ratio (high resistance to low resistance) up to 2–3 orders in magnitude, enabling the study of ferroelectric tunneling effects. Recent discoveries have demonstrated that such a nanosized tunnel junction exhibits giant electroresistivity with an On/Off ratio (high resistance to low resistance) up to 2–3 orders in magnitude. This also enables the nondestructive resistive readout at a sub-100 nm scale, and overcomes the density limitation existing in current magnetic storage media.

The FTJ behaviors are critically depended on metal-ferroelectric interface properties, such as interface band structure, charge screening length, which can greatly affect the potential profiles and finally tunneling current. However, if we apply a top electrode on ultrathin films, it is very difficult to avoid the possible pinholes or defect-related leakage paths which may obscure the true current signal. Up to now, most of the FTJ studies use atomic force microscopy (AFM) tip as top electrode, which may bring about spurious effects from mechanical contact or nonuniform electrical field distribution. In a recent study, submicrometer electrodes were fabricated on top of 8 nm thick Pb(Zr,Ti)O$_3$ to form metal-oxide-metal (MOM) structure, in which a thermionic injection mechanism has been revealed. In an even thinner film (~2 nm) with submicrometer tunnel junction structure, FTJ tunneling behavior can be well-identified. These efforts pave the way for further investigating the electric properties of ultrathin ferroelectric films using very small electrodes.

In this connection, nanometer-sized tunnel junctions based on Ag islands on top of ultrathin (1–3 nm) BaTiO$_3$ (BTO) films have been fabricated using an integrated system with laser molecular beam epitaxy (LMBE) and Ag nanocluster beam generator. The nanoscale tunneling junctions exhibit well-established characteristics of ferroelectric tunneling effect. More interestingly, the I-V curve symmetry can also be greatly tailored by introducing Ag nanoelectrodes.

The fabrication process of the FTJ structure is demonstrated schematically in Fig. 1. The ultrathin BaTiO$_3$ films were epitaxially deposited by a laser-MBE system at a temperature range of 700–750°C and an oxygen pressure of 10 Pa. To obtain high quality BTO films, DyScO$_3$ (DSO) substrate was used, and SrRuO$_3$ (SRO) layer was deposited as bottom electrode. The Ag nanoclusters of around 20 nm in diameter on top of BTO film were produced by an Ag nanocluster beam source equipped with LMBE. In brief, magnetron sputtering was used to produce Ag plasma inside a chamber filled with Ar gas atmosphere (~780 Pa), in which the Ag atoms collide each other and agglomerate into clusters. The clusters then eject out through a small aperture in front of the Ar chamber and from a beam of clusters. Finally, the cluster beam were deposited on top of BTO film surface and become nanoelectrodes. Ferroelectric polarization and tunneling behaviors were further characterized by piezoresistance force microscopy (PFM) and conductive AFM (C-AFM), using a commercial available Vecco multimode scanning probe microscopy (SPM). To get a better sensitivity for the PFM signals, a lock-in Amplifier (SR830 DSP) were used to pick up the weak piezoresponse signal and an ac driving amplitude (~0.2 V) to the bottom electrode were applied during PFM imaging, and the local piezoelectric hysteresis loops were measured in fixed locations as a function of a dc switching bias superimposed on ac driven voltage. The conductive AFM were perform with a C-AFM module, with a gain amplifier (10$^9$ V/A, veeco CAFM sensor), and
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In this work, Ag nanoelectrodes (nanoelectrodes) have been deposited on top of ultrathin ferroelectric BaTiO$_3$ (BTO) films to form a nanoscale metal-ferroelectric-metal tunnel junction by integrating growth techniques of nanocluster beam source and laser-molecular beam epitaxy. The ultrathin BTO films (~3 nm thick) exhibit both apparent ferroelectric polarization reversal and ferroelectric tunneling related resistive switching behaviors. The introducing of Ag nanoclusters (~20 nm in diameter) as top electrode substantially enhances the tunneling current and alters the symmetry of I-V hysteresis curves. The enhanced tunneling current is likely due to the reduction in tunneling barrier height and an increase in effective tunneling area by Ag nano-electrodes, while the improved symmetric in I-V curve may be attributed to the variation of electrode-oxide contact geometry. © 2012 American Institute of Physics.
the full I-V loop were also obtained by dc bias sweep at a fixing point using diamond-coated conductive probes. To further verify the existence of ferroelectricity in the ultrathin films, another scanning probe microscopy (Cypher, Asylum Research) were also employed to examine the piezoresponse amplitude and phase images, which enable domain writing using predesigned patterns. Some of SPM data were processed by using free WSxM software package.20

To ensure that the BTO films grown on DyScO3 substrate have good ferroelectricity, we first deposited 200 nm-thick BTO film as a reference. The thick BTO film shows more or less smooth surface with a remnant polarization as high as 50 μC/cm², comparable to that reported by Choi et al.21 To study the ferroelectric tunneling effect, ultrathin BTO film of ~3 nm-thick was fabricated using similar deposition parameters, as illustrated by AFM morphology and cross-sectional high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images (Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)). Although the film surface is not completely atomically smooth, where step terraces with a height of 2–3 atomic layers presents, it is still possible to find some atomic scale smooth areas of 500 × 500 nm², enabling the deposition of nanometer-sized electrode on top of BTO film to form nanoscale junctions. Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) demonstrate the PFM phase and amplitude images obtained by Asylum Cypher SPM. The phase image shows well-defined bright/dark contrast regions, which are correspondent to domain patterns written by applying external bias (±3 V) through AFM tip. The amplitude image is also shown in Fig. 2(d), in which narrow domain wall (dark lines) can be identified at the borders between the neighboring domains of opposite orientations. The polarization switching is also further examined by voltage dependent piezoresponse testing (Figs. 2(e) and 2(f)), which shows a rather square hysteresis PFM phase loop, along with a butterfly like amplitude loop, exhibiting the typical characteristics of ferroelectric polarization switching.

For memory applications, normally a real metal-ferroelectric-metal heterostructure, i.e., capacitor structure, is required. Here, we construct nanometer sized ferroelectric tunnel junction utilizing Ag nanoislands (~20 nm in lateral diameter) on top of the ultrathin BTO films as top electrodes. The conductivity was further characterized by C-AFM mapping, as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), where one can see that, under the same scan voltage (~1.5 V), much larger current (darker contrast) were observed in areas with Ag nanoelectrodes in contrast to the areas on bare BTO film. It is noted that most of the high current areas are located on nanodots, although there are also some dot-like regions exhibiting low conductivity, which may be related to the occurrence of weak electrode-film contact or other nonconductive dots. The change in conductivity is further verified by the local I-V measurements shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), where the current amplitude through Ag nanoelectrode can reach as high as five times of that without Ag electrode. It is also apparent that both of them show resistive switching characteristics. The On/Off ratio for the high resistance state (HRS) to the low resistance state (LRS) derived from the I-V curve is in the order of 100–500 (at 1.5 V), which is in the range of reported ferroelectric tunneling. The onset voltages for the resistive switching are in the range of 1.5 V–2 V, which is rather close to the ferroelectric coercive fields as refer to Figs. 2(e) and 2(f), indicating apparent correlation between resistive switching and ferroelectric polarization reversal. The nanometer FTJ exhibits a large On/Off ratio, and is able to scale down ~20 nm, promising for none-destructive data storage application. It is also interesting to note that without an Ag nanoelectrode, the I-V curve exhibits more or less current rectification behavior, while the symmetry of I-V curves can be significantly improved when small Ag electrode is applied. To further understand the mechanisms, the low voltage I-V curves were fitted by the well adopted Brinkman’s direct quantum-mechanical tunneling model involving trapezoidal tunnel barriers, by using the equation derived by Gruverman et al.. For the BTO film with Ag nanoelectrode, the experimental data can fit the model fairy well (see Fig. 4(a)), and we are able to derive the interface potential barriers: $\Phi_{BTO/Ag} = 0.91 \text{ eV}$ and $\Phi_{BTO/SRO} = 1.15 \text{ eV}$ for polarization pointing up, and $\Phi_{BTO/Ag} = 1.05 \text{ eV}$ and $\Phi_{BTO/SRO} = 0.98 \text{ eV}$ for polarization pointing down. The polarization reversal can change the potential barriers with $\Delta \Phi_{BTO/Ag} = 0.14 \text{ eV}$ and $\Delta \Phi_{BTO/SRO} = 0.21 \text{ eV}$, respectively, which can be account for by the electrostatic potential produce by the Thomas–Fermi screening induced by ferroelectric polarization. As a result, the changes in potential height lead to the observed resistive switching behaviors. The above fitting is comparable to other experimental reports in ferroelectric tunneling. It is worth of mention that at low bias voltage range (<1 V), the current amplitude is too weak and is below the noise level, which may weaken our explanation based on ferroelectric tunneling, implying that other possible mechanisms in oxide materials may also occur. However, the rest I-V curves at moderate bias voltage range (1–1.5 V, which is below the polarization switching voltage) can fit the direct tunneling model fairly well, supporting that ferroelectric tunneling is dominating the resistive behaviors.
However, for the structure without Ag film, the low voltage I-V curve becomes rather asymmetric, and the fitting curve deviates a lot from the experimental data, as shown in Fig. 4(b). As mentioned previously, the conductive measurement using AFM tip may bring some spurious effects, which is rather complicated. One possible explanation for the observed current rectification can be the geometric effects from electrode-oxide contact. For the tunneling junction without Ag nanoelectrode, the tunneling only occurs at the sharp protrusion of AFM tip (e.g., upmost atoms of the tip) in spite that the contact area can be much bigger.\textsuperscript{16,26} The sharp protrusion generates much stronger electric field near the tip than that near the BTO/SRO interface, producing much different shapes between forward and reverse tunnel barriers, as schematically shown in Fig. 4(b). As the tunneling current greatly depends on the “area” under the tunneling barrier, the dissimilar shapes of potential barriers thus lead to the observed current rectification behavior. Similar tip geometric effects on tunneling current rectification has been reported in a theoretic calculation in STM system.\textsuperscript{25} This is more or less analogous to a MOM point contact diode, in which electrons can tunnel easily from a sharp tip to a flat metal surface, while is much difficult to tunnel backward.\textsuperscript{26,27} As a result, when replacing the sharp AFM tip with Ag electrodes, the point contact geometry becomes flat surface contact, hence greatly improves the symmetry of I-V curve.

It is worth to note that factors other than the direct tunneling can also affect the resistive switching behaviors in thin ferroelectric films, e.g., Fowler-Nordheim (FN) tunneling, thermionic emissions.\textsuperscript{23,28} At relatively higher voltage range (above the ferroelectric tunneling dominating region), the I-V curve can be well fitted to the FN tunneling equation, implying that FN plays an essential role at higher voltage range. It is also reported that thermionic emission through the Schottky barrier, may also contribute to the current
rectification and the large electroresistance in ferroelectric films.\textsuperscript{18,23} For a typical thermionic emission behavior, the I-V curve shows switchable diode-like behavior, in which the low voltage current can switches between OFF-state (high resistance state) to ON-state (low resistance state) when bias voltage changes its direction.\textsuperscript{23,29} In addition, polarization flip can also change the Schottky barrier, triggering another switch between OFF and ON-states. In our case, when bias voltage sweeps to opposite directions, the current states remind ON to ON (or OFF to OFF) in stead of the expected thermionic associated On-OFF switch. Therefore, it is unlikely that thermionic emission can play an essential role in our ultrathin films, instead the direct tunneling and FN tunneling are the dominating factors governing the conductive and electroresistive behaviors.

It is also found that the current amplitude through Ag electrode is much larger than the areas without Ag electrode under the same applied voltage. The enhancement in current amplitude can be accounted for by the enlarged effective tunneling area, which is only occurs at the sharp protrusion of AFM tip, leading to a much reduced effective tunneling area. In addition, the Ag nanoelectrode has a lower work function than that of diamond coated tip (Ag: 4.3 eV,\textsuperscript{30} tungsten doped-diamond 5.12 eV\textsuperscript{31}), which also leads to a reduction in contact barrier potential and consequently an increase in conductivity.

Finally, a metal-ferroelectric-metal tunneling junction structure with Ag nanoislands on top of ultrathin ferroelectric BTO film, have been fabricated by a system integrating a LMBE and a nanocluster beam generator. The introducing of
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\caption{Conductive-AFM measurement for the ferroelectric nanotunnel junction based on the ultrathin BTO film and nanometer-sized Ag electrodes: (a) and (b) topological and corresponding conductive-AFM mapping (scan bias of -1.5 V) for the nanotunnel junction, where the dark contrasts on Ag nanoislands indicates relatively higher conductivity. Local conductive-AFM I-V curves were measured (c) directly on BTO film surface, (d) on Ag nanoelectrode.}
\end{figure}
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\caption{Part of the experimental I-V data fitted by direct tunneling model as well as FN tunneling model for (a) BTO film with Ag nanoelectrodes, and (b) without Ag electrodes. (c) Schematically diagrams for the potential profiles of the ultrathin BTO/AFM tip tunnel junctions, which shows asymmetric shape of tunneling barriers under forward and reverse bias originating from sharp tip geometry, which may arise from nonuniform electric fields near the sharp tip.}
\end{figure}
Ag nanoislands on top of BTO film can result in apparent enhancements in both current density and symmetry in I-V hysteresis curves. The enlarged tunneling current can be ascribed to the reduction in barrier height as well as an increase in effective tunneling area by Ag electrode, while the improved current symmetry is likely due to the creation of flat electrode-oxide contact instead of point contact through the sharp protrusion of C-AFM tip.
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